
Welcome back to MAT137- Section L5101

Class begins at 8:10pm ET Mon, Wed, Thursdays

I am still Sourav (Hi!!)

Your TAs today is Stephen Zhang.

Course website: http://uoft.me/MAT137

Before next class:

Watch videos 1.7, 1.8
Download next class slides.
No need to look at them.



How to work?

Open today’s slides alongside Zoom.

Take notes and solve problems like in-person class.

Listen and Watch. No distractions!

Mute your mic and camera to avoid lag.
Please, without exception!
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How to participate?

Do the activities as we go

Reply to Polls!
Use the chat if you have any question/doubt and
when you give an answer
Discuss in Breakout rooms. Socialize with your
peers in the rooms, discuss math (use the
audio/video).
Ask questions, answer them (using the chat only!).
Don’t be afraid/shy to ask (“silly”!!) questions or
be wrong in class. No one is here to judge you. And
you shouldn’t be here to judge others either.
Certainly, I will not!
You can also raise your hand and the TA will get
back to you.
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Let’s get started!!

Today’s videos: 1.4, 1.5, 1.6
Today’s topic: Quantifiers

Any question from previous class?



Rational numbers

Let Q be the set of rational numbers. Write Q in
set-building notation.



Even numbers

Write a description of the set E of even integers using
set-building notation.



Even numbers

Which of these is a correct description of the set E of
even integers?

1. E = {n ∈ Z : ∀a ∈ Z, n = 2a}
2. E = {n ∈ Z : ∃a ∈ Z s.t. n = 2a}

Which of these statements is true?

3. ∀a ∈ Z, the number n = 2a is even.

4. ∃a ∈ Z s.t. the number n = 2a is even.
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Mother

Let
H = { humans }

True or False?

1. ∀x ∈ H , ∃y ∈ H such that y gave birth to x

2. ∃y ∈ H such that ∀x ∈ H , y gave birth to x



Elephants

True or False?

1. There is a pink elephant in this room.

2. All elephants in this room are pink.



Functions and quantifiers

Let f be a function with domain R. Rewrite the
following statements using ∀ or ∃:

1. The graph of f intersects the x-axis.

2. f is the zero function.

3. f is not the zero function.

4. The equation f (x) = 0 has a solution.

5. The equation f (x) = 0 has no solutions.

6. f takes both positive and negative values.

7. f is never negative.


